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Abstract—Designing run-length limited (RLL) codes for visible
light communication systems must account for multiple per-
formance factors including spectral efficiency, power efficiency,
DC balance, and flicker avoidance. This paper reports a new
class of enhanced Miller codes, termed eMiller codes, which
are capable of achieving highly desirable performances in all
of these accounts. An improved Viterbi algorithm (VA), termed
mnVA, is developed to help further enhance the performance
of eMiller codes by preserving multiple candidate sequences
at each decoding stage. This performance-enhancing algorithm
introduces little complexity increase compared to the original VA.
Analysis on flicker control, power spectral density and minimum
Hamming distance demonstrates the all-around wellness of these
new codes. Extensive simulations are carried out to evaluate
eMiller codes by themselves and in practical VLC systems. It
is shown that the original VA already allows eMiller codes to
deliver a performance noticeably better than conventional Miller
and FM0/FM1 codes (and on par with Manchester codes). This
result is particularly exciting, as eMiller codes are also more
spectral efficient than Manchester codes. The mnVA further
allows eMiller codes to surpass Manchester codes and 4B6B codes
in practical RS-coded VLC systems. Simulation results confirm
the superb performance of the RS-eMiller schemes.

Index Terms—Visible light communications, run-length limited
codes, bandwidth efficiency, power efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spurred by the recent advances in solid-state lighting, visi-

ble light communications (VLC) is becoming an increasingly

attractive technology for indoor high-rate data transmission

[1] [2]. Utilizing the visible light spectrum from 380 to 780

nm, VLC provides the potential for multi-gigabit data rate

connection with little adverse impact on human health [3] [4]

[5]. It is also proposed as a viable option for use with Wi-

Fi to produce high-speed reliable communications for laptops,

cell-phones and tablets in indoor spaces [6]. Since a single

LED (light-emitting diodes) system is loaded with dual tasks

of illumination and communication, the successful realization

of VLC technology is expected to provide good dimming and

flicker control and, at the same time, deliver low bit error

rate (BER) and high spectral efficiency [7] [8] [10]. Hence, as

standardized by IEEE 802.15.7, a VLC system should include

two essential components: run-length limited (RLL) codes and

forward error correction (FEC) codes [11].
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A rich variety of FEC codes have been explored for VLC

systems to achieve reliable transmission, and, if possible, to

perform some level of dimming control1. Noteworthy exam-

ples include modified Reed Muller (RM) codes based on

minimal compensate symbols (CS) [12], conventional Reed-

Muller codes based on the bent function [13], rate-compatible

convolutional codes [14], low density parity-check (LDPC)

codes [15], and turbo codes [16].

In comparison, the RLL study in VLC is rather scant.

Run-length constraints bound the length of stretches (runs) of

repeated bits during which the signal does not change between

consecutive transitions. RLL codes are used to exclude the

appearance of certain prescribed sequences from the string

of symbols transmitted (e.g. [17] [18] [19]), in order to

prevent the precluded sequences from causing detrimental

errors, such as severe inter-symbol interference (ISI) and loss

of synchronization clocks. In the context of VLC, RLL codes

take in random data symbols at the input, and eliminate long

runs of 0’s and 1’s to help recover the synchronization clock,

provide good DC balance, and avoid LED flickers.

Previous studies on RLL codes have been largely driven by

the digital recording application, with little consideration to

VLC application. Most of the practical RLL codes available

in the literature, including Manchester codes, 4B6B, 8B10B,

and FM0/FM1 codes [11] [20], have not been specifically

evaluated nor optimized in the VLC context. The exceptions

are three recent studies by Wang and Kim [21] [22], and by Lu

and Li [23]. Both studies considered RLL coding deployed in

combination with FEC coding in VLC systems. Specifically,

the pioneering work of [21] developed a soft-input hard-output

(SIHO) decoding strategy for the 4B6B RLL codes that can

produce multiple decoding candidates, and shows its good

performance in a hard Reed-Solomon (RS) decoded VLC

system. Then [22] proposed a soft-input soft output (SISO)

decoding strategy for the 4B6B codes, and demonstrated its

effectiveness in a soft RS decoded VLC system. The more

recent study of [23] exploited the renowned “turbo paradigm”

by constructing an interleaved serially-concatenated coding

system employing an inner Miller RLL code and an outer

convolutional code and developing a soft-iterative (BCJR-

based) decoding algorithm. It was shown that, while Miller

codes are fairly weak when used alone, combined with outer

codes they can together form a powerful cascaded structure

capable of interleaving gains that surpass the existing RLL-

and FEC-coded VLC systems reported in the literature [21].

1Almost all of the studies were purely devoted to FEC without including
RLL investigation.
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While the work of [21], [22] and [23] have presented

interesting findings, all focused on the decoding aspect of

RLL codes. The primary contribution of this paper is the

invention of a new class of Miller codes, termed enhanced

Miller codes or eMiller codes, which preserve all the pros

of conventional Miller codes without the cons. Indeed, the

single biggest reason that prevents conventional Miller codes

from being widely deployed in practical systems – despite

their highly-desirable spectrum efficiency and linear-time soft

decodability – is the disappointing bit error rate (BER) that

puts them far behind Manchester codes and FM0/FM1 codes

[24] [25] [26].

In this paper, our contribution includes: 1) we first construct

the new code using state diagram, and propose a new design,

which results in a class of systematic Miller codes that are both

spectrum efficient and power efficient. The minimum distance

of eMiller codes is computed, which, being far larger than that

of the conventional construction, clearly explains their superb

performance; 2) We analyze the DC balance and the flicker

control of the new proposed code to show the feasibility of

eMiller codes for VLC application. We theoretically calculate

the power spectrum density (PSD) to verify the spectrum effi-

ciency of the eMiller codes as well; 3) On the decoding aspect,

exploiting the trellis structure, we propose a modification to

the original Viterbi algorithm (VA) that allows for multiple

survival paths. The new algorithm, thereafter referred to as

mn Viterbi algorithm (mnVA), preserves m best candidates

at each intermediate decoding stage and n best survivors

at the final decoding stage. We compare the complexity of

the proposed mnVA with the original VA and the maximum

likelihood (ML) decoding algorithm. It is worth noting that

this performance-enhancing modification introduces very little

additional computational complexity and memory size increase

(linear with the m and n) to the original VA, and the major

cost is more time for comparison operation.

The performance of the proposed eMiller codes are evalu-

ated in both channel-coded and uncoded VLC systems. In the

uncoded systems, we show that eMiller codes, with classic

Viterbi algorithm, can already deliver a BER performance

that is noticeably better than conventional Miller codes and

FM0/FM1 codes, and on par with Manchester codes. This

result is exciting, because Manchester codes, with the so-called

3 dB advantage [26], are the best-performing practical rate-1/2

RLL codes known to date. The eMiller codes (with mnVA

decoding) therefore boast not only good power efficiency, but

also high spectral efficiency!

In the coded systems, we consider the use of Reed-Solomon

(RS) codes for forward error correction. The elegant trellis

structure of eMiller codes lends themselves to an efficient

SISO decoding algorithms, which has linear-time complexity,

delivers ML optimality, and offers a variant that can pro-

duce soft outputs (i.e., BCJR algorithm). The eMiller codes

with BCJR decoding is able to achieve good performance

by feeding soft information to the RS decoder. However,

RLL codes may be used with different kinds of forward

error correction (FEC) codes in practical systems. Some FEC

codes can be soft decoded with a low enough complexity,

but some can not. For example RS codes used here. The

complexity of the soft decoding of RS codes is much higher

compared to the well known Berlekamp-Massey (BM) (hard)

decoding algorithm, which prevents the soft RS decoding from

being widely employed in industry. We therefore consider the

eMiller codes with both BCJR decoding and mn VA. For the

hard RS decoding cases (BM decoding), the proposed RS-

eMiller scheme with mnVA outperforms the RS-Manchester

scheme, the conventional RS-Miller scheme, as well as an RS-

4B6B scheme presented in [21]. Note that the 4B6B codes

are decoded using the algorithm proposed in [21], which is

a soft ML decoding algorithm with multiple survival paths

and which has a complexity increasing exponentially with the

block size. When conjunction with the soft RS decoder, our

eMiller-RS scheme with BCJR decoding algorithm still clearly

performs better than the RS-4B6B scheme in [22] because of

the good error correction ability of the eMiller codes. For a

fair comparison, we have adjusted the rate of the RS codes

to ensure that all the schemes have approximately the same

overall code rate and the same block size. That RS-eMiller

scheme delivers the best performance among all of these

existing schemes, which speaks strongly for the effectiveness

of the new codes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II introduces the VLC system model. Section III presents

the new eMiller codes. Section IV analyzes the new codes

and compares them with several frequently-used RLL codes

including Manchester codes, FM0/FM1 codes, and classic

Miller codes. Section V presents the proposed mn Viterbi

decoding algorithm. Section VI presents the simulation results

for both the uncoded and the coded VLC systems, and Section

VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the VLC system shown in Fig. 1, which consists of

a run-length limited code, an on-off keying (OOK) modulation

and an optional forward error correction code. It is noted

here we propose to use the OOK modulation, because of

the simplicity of the modulation scheme as stated in the

IEEE 802.15.7 VLC standard. The brightness control can be

realized in the module of OOK modulation by controlling the

brightness of OOK waveform, or add compensation symbols.

Other advanced brightness control methods like pulse position

modulation are possible to be considered for future work.

The channel-coded system is shown in the red dot-dashed

box and the uncoded system is shown in the blue dashed box.

As stated in the IEEE standard, RS codes are preferred over

the more advanced coding schemes such as LDPC codes [27]

and turbo codes in order to support short data frames, achieve

low coding complexity and interface well with RLL codes.

Hence, in this paper we consider RS codes as the forward error

correction mechanism for VLC. The VLC channel is modeled

as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with

Gaussian noise n ∼ N (0, σ2). Let x be the (possibly FEC-

coded,) RLL-coded and OOK-modulated signals the sender

puts on the VLC channel, and let y = x+ n be the signal

at the receiver photodiode (PD). Our goal in this paper is

to explore good RLL codes (as well as appropriate decoding
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Fig. 1: VLC system model

algorithms) to help the VLC receiver achieve high power

efficiency and high spectrum efficiency.

III. NEW CLASS OF ENHANCED MILLER CODES

A. Conventional Miller Codes

Miller codes, also known as delay modulation, are a class

of RLL codes that guarantee at least one transition every two

bit interval and never more than two transitions every two

bit interval. They have memory, and hence lend themselves

to convenient trellis representation and maximum-likelihood

(ML) decoding via the Viterbi algorithm. The biggest advan-

tage of Miller codes is their high spectrum efficiency, as they

require only about half the bandwidth (considering main-lob

bandwidth) of Manchester RLL codes and FM0/FM1 RLL

codes [24] [26]. This can be highly desirable especially for

VLC systems aiming to support giga-bit data rate, as the light-

emitting diodes (LED) used in VLC are typically bandwidth

limited to a couple of hundred MHz. Despite of this spectral

advantage, however, Millers are seldom explored in practical

systems, due to their rather poor power efficiency that sets

their BER performance far behind that of Manchester and

FM0/FM1 codes [26].

Figure 2 demonstrates the trellis structure of Miller codes2.

Miller codes may be viewed as rate-1/2 convolutional codes

where one information binary digit is encoded into two coded

binary digits based on the state diagram. Using the method

developed for convolutional codes, we can compute the “free

distance” of Miller codes, which turns out to be only 1. This

explains their rather disappointing BER performance. Their

error rate performance (at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR))

under AWGN channel can therefore be approximated by

PMiller(E) ≈ Q

(

√

Eb

N0

)

, (1)

where Q(x) is the Gaussian probability integral, Eb/N0 is the

signal energy-to-noise spectral density ratio, and N0/2 = σ2

is the variance of the additive Gaussian noise.

2Please note that the Fig. 1 of Ref. [23] is corrected to the Fig. 2 in this
paper.
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B. Proposed New Class of Enhanced Miller Codes

Having analyzed the pros and cons of conventional Miller

codes, we now work to improve their power efficiency while

preserving their spectrum efficiency. Recall that a 4-state

convolutional code (which appears to have a similar trellis

structure as Miller codes) can have a free distance as large as 5

(e.g. (1+D+D2, 1+D2)), there is good reason to believe that

by adjusting the trellis structure, it is possible to increase the
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minimum distance of Miller codes while maintaining the same

(or similar) run-length constraint. Unlike convolutional codes

that are linear, RLL codes cannot be linear codes (for example,

the all-zero sequence is never a valid output). The free distance

(or the minimum distance) and the run-length constraint are

two competing factors that must be well balanced in an RLL

code.

A class of practical RLL code candidates with one input

and two outputs is investigated. For simplicity, we assume

the output takes the same value as the next state as other

peer RLL codes like the FM0/FM1 code, Miller code and so

on. Although possible computer-aided exhaustive search can

be used to find a good candidate code with good distance

performance, it is cumbersome to use brute-force computer

search to find the best candidate accommodating multiple

performance factors including minimum distance, flickering,

DC balance and run-length limit. We show that the process can

be significantly simplified by judicious analysis. We leverage

the state diagram to derive the trellis-based RLL codes with

the best bit error rate performance. Let S1, S2, S3 and S4

denote the state 00, 01, 10 and 11.

We first consider possible codewords with run-length 2.

Clearly the outputs from state S1 (00) could only be S3 (10)

and S4 (11) (if the next state goes to S2 (01) or S1 (00), the

run-length would be greater than 2). Following the same line

of reasoning, we can construct the state transition for state S2,

S3 and S4. The only possible state diagram of the trellis-based

RLL codes is shown in Fig. 3 (a). It is essentially the FM0/1

code, which would be detailed in the next section. Similarly,

we provide the possible RLL codewords with run-length 3 in

Fig. 3 (b)(c). However, it is clear that the minimum distance

of these codes is still 1 as the conventional Miller code, which

is undesirable.

Lemma I: The maximum run-length for the RLL trellis code

with one input and two outputs is 4. When run-length is 4, the

state diagram consists of path S1 → S2 → S4 → S3 → S1.

Proof: First of all, the RLL constraint eliminates such

connections as 00 → 00 and 11 → 11. The paths that produce

the largest run-length are therefore 01 → 11 → 10 and 10 →
00 → 01, with yield a maximum run-length of 4.

Lemma 1 states that a rate 1/2 trellis code can only have a

maximum run-length of 2, 3, or 4. Using the basic reasoning

for RLL and the symmetry rule, we plot in Fig. 3 all the

possible state diagrams in accordance to an RLL of 2, 3, and 4,

respectively. It is easy to verify that dmin for these seven state

diagrams is 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 2, respectively. Among the two

state diagrams that produce the larger dmin, we see that the

one depicted in Fig. 3(a) actually corresponds to the FM0/FM1

code, and that the one depicted in Fig. 3(f) demonstrates a new

class of codes which we call enhanced Miller codes.

The trellis structure of eMiller codes is shown in Fig. 3

(f). We see that these eMiller codes enjoy the same structure

property as the conventional Miller codes (i.e. at least one

transition, but never more than two, every two bit intervals),

and produce the same PSD, but promise a better free distance

of 2-which doubles that of the conventional Miller codes and

on par with that of Manchester codes and FM0/FM1 codes.

The error rate of eMiller codes under AWGN channel at high
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SNR can therefore be approximated by

PeMiller(E) ≈ Q

(

√

2Eb

N0

)

. (2)

IV. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

In this section, we will analyze the new eMiller codes and

compare them with conventional Miller codes as well as other

commensurable peers. We will proceed to decoding issues

and evaluate the true performance of these codes in the next

section.

We start by briefing two important classes of rate-1/2 RLL

codes that will provide meaningful comparison and/or contrast

to our new codes.

• Manchester Codes

Manchester codes are a popular class of RLL codes that

have also gotten into the IEEE 802.15.7 standard. Also known

as biphase codes or split-phase codes, Manchester codes are

simple and memoryless RLL codes, whose output symbols

always have a transition in the middle. For example, in

Manchester coding, an information bit “1” may be represented

by a half-symbol-wide “on” pulse followed by a half-symbol-

wide “off” pulse, and an information bit “0” represented

the other way around. Clearly Manchester codes provide an

excellent clock recovery signal, a run-length limit of 1 bit

interval (2 half-bits), and a precise DC balance of 50%. When

viewed as a rate-1/2 code, Manchester codes clearly possess a

minimum distance of 2. The probability of error is identical to

that of a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) coded system or an OOK

system, which can be precisely evaluated as:

PManchester(E) = Q

(

√

2Eb

N0

)

. (3)

Manchester codes can also be described by a 2-state trellis,

as shown in Fig. 5. The Manchester codes have no memory.

Hence, decoding can use a straight-forward symbol-by-symbol

ML detection process (which is basically minimum distance

comparison on AWGN channels), or trellis-based Viterbi al-

gorithm.
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• FM0/FM1 Line Codes

Two other classes of relevant RLL codes are FM0 and FM1

codes, which are typically used in lieu of Manchester codes

when dealing with noncoherent communication [26]. FM1 line

codes, also termed biphase mark, require a transition be always

present at the beginning of each bit. An information bit “1”

is encoded as a second transition in the middle of the bit

interval and an information bit “0” is encoded as no second

transition in the bit interval. This results in representing the bit

“1” by one of the two Manchester symbols, and representing

the bit “0” by one of the two NRZ symbols. FM0 codes, also

known as biphase space, are essentially FM1 codes with the

representation of “1” and “0” interchanged.

Clearly, FM0/FM1 codes are codes with memory. As shown

by their trellis structure in Fig. 6, the free distance is 2, and the

asymptotic error probability at high SNR may be approximated

as

PFM0/FM1(E) ≈ Q

(

√

2Eb

N0

)

. (4)

Note that this is a lower bound. The actual performance of

FM0/FM1 (using ML Viterbi algorithm) is worse than that of

Manchester codes (as will be shown later). This is because,

from a particular perspective, FM0/FM1 codes may be treated

as a half-bit time shift version of Manchester codes, or, a

differentially-encoded version of Manchester codes [26].

It also follows that FM0/FM1 codes have the same run-

length control (i.e., 2 half-bits) and the same power spectrum

as Manchester codes, since a time shift in the observation has

no effect on run-length nor power spectrum.

A. DC Balance and Flicker Analysis

The VLC technology achieves cost-effectiveness by over-

loading the communication function to an LED illumination

system. However, communication, being secondary, must not

induce severe negative impact on the primary role of illumina-

tion. To ensure a proper lighting function, flickering mitigation

and dimming control should be considered in a VLC system.

Regarding DC balance, the desired goal is to achieve a con-

sistent 50% brightness during the course of data transmission.

Manchester codes are particularly good in this, as they always

provide a 50% DC balance regardless of the sequence size.

In comparison, the proposed eMiller codes, the conventional

Miller codes, and the FM0/FM1 codes have exactly the same
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brightness characteristics and, compared to Manchester codes,

their DC-balancing capability is slightly worse (especially

for very short sequences). For convenience, we introduce the

concept of “super-symbol(M )”, which is formed by M con-

secutive bits. As long as the super-symbol interval is shorter

than the maximum flicking time period (MFTP) which is about

5ms [1], it is sufficient to evaluate the DC-balance (as well as

the flickering issue) at the super-symbol level rather than the

individual bit level. Fig. 7, 8 and 9 show the super-symbol

brightness in the conventional Miller codes, the FM0/FM1

codes and eMiller codes, respectively. The size of the super-

symbol increases from M = 10 to 100, 300 and 500 bits. For

the low-rate applications, in which small super-symbol sizes is

considered to satisfy MFTP, such as billboard communication,

the disadvantage of FM0/FM1 and conventional Miller codes

is very obvious. FM0/FM1 and conventional Miller codes may

not be able to provide the DC balancing performance meeting

requirements. For the advanced high-speed systems, like VLC

systems with data rate 100 Mbit/s, all the super-symbols

considered satisfy the MFTP. As illustrated by the histograms

in all the three figures, the brightness intensity of the super-

symbols becomes increasingly uniform and approaches the

desirable level of 50% when M increases. The DC balance

performance of Miller and FM0/FM1 can catch up. However,

the brightness of the super-symbols coded by our proposed

eMiller codes converges to 50% quickly than the conventional

Miller codes, and FM0/FM1 codes. It can be observed that

there is still fluctuation in brightness using the conventional

Miller codes, and FM0/FM1 codes when M = 300. The

brightness level of our proposed eMiller codes becomes fairly

consistent (50%). Though the difference of the performance

among these schemes is not significant, but the DC balance

of the our proposed eMiller codes is still slightly better than

the Miller and FM0/FM1 codes.

A related issue is flicker, caused by the light intensity

(or brightness) change between every two super-symbols. It
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Fig. 7: Brightness in conventional Miller codes with different

super-symbol size M = 10, 100, 300, 500.

is generally recognized that light intensity change with a

frequency higher than 1/MFTP is beyond human eye percep-

tion and the flicker issue thereof can be safely ignored [1].

Considering that super-symbol(M )’s delivers a fairly uniform

brightness level in eMiller codes, as shown in Fig. 9, the flicker

mitigation can be properly handled.

Brightness control is a good feature of visible light commu-

nication. In VLC, communication function is added over the

illumination function of the LED lights. For purely brightness

control, there are many ways to realize it. As stated in the

standard IEEE 802.15.7, several widely accepted ways are

adding compensation symbols, controlling the brightness for

on-off keying (OOK), using different kinds of pulse position

modulation (PPM) and so on. Each method has both it own

pros and cons. However, all the brightness-control methods

have no error correction ability. Our proposed eMiller code

is designed to provide strong error-control ability and good

bandwidth efficiency to achieve reliable and efficient transmis-

sion, which is fundamental in communication. It also provides

good DC balance and mitigates flicker, which is the basic

function of conventional RLL codes in VLC. The eMiller code

itself is not for brightness control. However, it is feasible to

provide brightness control in our proposed system by adopting

all the previously mentioned brightness control methods, such

as adding compensation symbols, PPM and so on, with the

eMiller code (For simplicity, we consider OOK modulation

in our paper, as reference [21][22][25]). All the dimming

control methods applied to other RLL codes (like Miller codes,

Manchester codes and so on) can be applied to our eMiller

codes. Designing other innovative dimming control methods

is also an interesting topic for future work.
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Fig. 8: Brightness in FM0/FM1 codes with different super-

symbol size M = 10, 100, 300, 500.
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Fig. 9: Brightness in eMiller codes with different super-symbol

size M = 10, 100, 300, 500.

B. Power Spectrum Density Analysis

Spectral efficiency is an important parameter that measures

the quality of signal transmission systems, which refers to

the use of a radio frequency spectrum in more efficient ways.

Since frequency bands become increasingly crowded, how to

use radio frequency bands more efficiently has to be consid-

ered in all kinds of modern communication systems, including

visible light communication systems. Specially, IEEE 802.15.7

standardspecifies the coexistence five adjent channels [1] for

VLC . The five carriers would overlap under low spetral

efficieny cases, making the separation quite difficult and intro-
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ducing decoding errors. The second reason for putting priority

on the spectrum effciency in VLC is the usage of multi-color

LEDs in VLC. White LEDs can be generated using blue LEDs

with yellow phosphor. However, yellow phosphor slows down

the switching response of the white LEDs. Alternately, faster

white LEDs that can be more useful for communication can

be generated by simultaneously exciting red, green and blue

LEDs [1]. To better distuiguish the different light spectrum at

destination, a high spectral efficiency scheme is preferred. As

we know, most of the luminaries typically contain multiple

LEDs to provide sufficient illumination [1]. These multiple

LEDs can be treated as multiple transmitters that can enable

visible light MIMO communication to achieve high data rate

for the next generation communication. RLL codes with better

spectral efficiency is more suitable to be employed in MIMO

systems.

To verify the bandwidth efficiency of the proposed eMiller

codes, we calculate their power spectral density [9]. The

coding rule of the eMiller codes can be described as a

first-order Markov random process with four states: S1=01,

S2=10, S3=00, and S4=11. The system is equally likely to

enter into any one of these four states, i.e., pi = 1/4, for

i=1, 2, 3, 4. The Markov process is then completely described

by P = [pij ], the probability-of-transition matrix, where pi,j
denotes the probably of going from state Si to Sj . From the

coding rule, we can compute the transition matrix as follows

P =









0.5 0 0 0.5
0 0.5 0.5 0
0.5 0 0 0.5
0 0.5 0.5 0









. (5)

Let T be the symbol interval. The autocorrelation function

R(τ) (for time seperation τ = nT , where n = 0, 1, 2...) is

given by

R(nT ) =
1

4
trace[PnWT ]. (6)

where W is a square matrix with elements wi,j =
∫ T

0
gi(t)gj(t)dt/T , and gi(t) is the (rectangular) waveform

produced when entering state Si. Based on theses waveform,

W can be expressed as

W =









1 −1 0 0
−1 1 0 0
0 0 1 −1
0 0 −1 1









. (7)

Substituting W and P into (6), we get the autocorrelation

function of the eMiller-coded sequence

R(nT ) =

{

1, n = 0
0, n 6= 0

(8)

Similarly, we can find the autocorrelation for τ = (n +
1/2)T as follows:

R((n+ 1/2)T ) =
1

4
trace[PnWT

1 ] +
1

4
trace[Pn+1WT

2 ], (9)

where W1 is a square matrix with elements wi,j =
∫ T/2

0
gi(t)gj(t+ T/2)dt/T , and W2 is a square matrix with

elements wi,j =
∫ T

T/2
gi(t)gj(t+ T/2)dt/T . We have

W1 =









−0.5 0.5 0.5 −0.5
0.5 −0.5 −0.5 0.5
−0.5 0.5 0.5 −0.5
0.5 −0.5 −0.5 0.5









(10)

and

W2 =









−0.5 0.5 −0.5 0.5
0.5 −0.5 0.5 −0.5
0.5 −0.5 0.5 −0.5
−0.5 0.5 −0.5 0.5









. (11)

Gathering these relevant equations, we can get the result for

autocorrelation function

R((n+ 1/2)T ) =

{

−0.5, n = 1
0, n 6= 1

(12)

By taking the Fourier transform of R(τ), we get the PSD

of our eMiller codes:

eMiller: S(f) = A2T

(

sin(πfT/2)

πfT/2

)2

sin2(3πfT/2), (13)

where A is the signal amplitude (amplitude for the rectangular

pulse), T is the information bit interval, and f is the frequency

for which the PSD is calculated.

In comparison, the PSD of the conventional Miller codes

and of Manchester/FM0/FM1 codes3 can be computed as [24]:

Miller: S(f) =
A2T

2(πfT )2(17 + 8cos(2πfT ))
∗ (23

−2cos(πfT )−22cos(2πfT ))− 12cos(3πfT ) + 5cos(4πfT )

+12cos(5πfT )+2cos(6πfT )− 8cos(7πfT ) + 2cos(8πfT ));
(14)

Man/FM0/FM1: S(f) = A2T

(

sin(πfT/2)

πfT/2

)2

sin2(πfT/2).

(15)

The PSD curves of these RLL codes are plotted in Fig. 10,

where T and A are assumed to be unity. All the codes have a

fairly small spectral density near frequency zero. Manchester

codes and FM0/FM1 codes have identical spectral density,

which is not very closely packed around the zero frequency

(the DC). With a main lobe less than half the width of that of

the Manchester/FM0/FM1 codes, the proposed eMiller codes

have its power more concentrated and at a lower frequency,

and hence clearly demonstrate a spectrum advantage over these

codes. Even with a side lobe, the width of the eMiller codes’

lobes is smaller than the Manchester and FM0/FM1 codes’

main lobe. As a result, the bandwidth required by eMiller

codes is smaller. Compared to the conventional Miller codes,

the proposed eMiller codes have a main lobe of a similar width

but a bigger side lobe, and hence are slightly less bandwidth

efficient than the conventional construction.

Table I provides a quick summary of the various properties

3Manchester codes, FM0 codes and FM1 codes have identical PSD.
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Fig. 10: Power spectral density of Manchester/FM0/FM1,

conventional Miller and eMiller codes

for eMiller codes and their rate-1/2 peers4. Our eMiller codes

clearly stand out as being both energy efficient and spectral

efficient. It is noted here the traditional Manchester code and

the eMiller code have the same minimum distance and show

almost the same performance without forward error codes

(FEC) involved in the VLC system. However, the traditional

Manchester code has no memory, and the decoding uses the

symbol-by-symbol detection. In contrast, the eMiller code has

memory size 2 which improves the decoding performance

of the serial concatenated FEC-RLL code when concatenated

with the FEC. Hence, we rate three
√

for the power efficiency

of the eMiller codes.

V. DECODER WITH MULTIPLE SURVIVAL PATHS AND

OUTPUTS

A. Proposed mnViterbi Decoding Algorithm

We now proceed to the decoding aspect. The trellis structure

of eMiller codes lends themselves to an efficient SISO decod-

ing algorithms, which has linear-time complexity, provides ML

optimality, and offers a variant that can produce soft outputs

(i.e., BCJR algorithm). The eMiller codes with BCJR decoding

is able to deliver good performance by feeding soft information

to the concatenated FEC decoder. Here we developed an

improved SIHO Viterbi decoding algorithm. The motivation is

RLL codes may be used with different kinds of forward error

4The 4B6B code is not listed in the table, because 4B6B code has a code
rate 2/3 instead of 1/2. Every six bits of 4B6B codes have a brightness
level 50%. The 4B6B code by itself does not have good error control ability.
The concatenation with other error correction codes, like RS codes, may help
the decoding. To make a fair comparison, we compare the performance of
the (15,5)RS-4B6B (overall code rate 0.22) and the (15,7)RS-eMiller (overall
code rate 0.23) codes in Sec. VI.

correction (FEC) codes in practical systems. Some FEC codes

can be soft decoded with a low enough complexity, but some

can not. For example RS codes. The complexity of the soft

decoding of RS codes is much higher compared to the well

known Berlekamp-Massey (BM) decoding algorithm, which

prevents the soft RS decoding from being widely employed in

industry for decades of years.

Viterbi algorithm finds the ML codeword or the path with

the best metric. The metric is in general the likelihood of

the path, and in the case of AWGN channels, it reduces to

(squared) Euclidean distance (soft detection) or Hamming dis-

tance (hard detection). Under the assumption that the channel

is memoryless, the algorithm traverses through the trellis, and

computes the cumulated metric along each path. When two

or more paths merge at a state, the path with the best metric

so far (survivor path) is retained and the other paths are all

eliminated from further consideration. In the final stage, the

algorithm selects the single best path among those made into

the final state(s).

The improved Viterbi algorithm we discuss here, termed

mnVA, introduces a simple but rather effective modification

to the original VA by allowing the decoding states to keep

track of multiple survival paths entering them. Let L be the

number of states at each decoding stage (L = 4 for eMiller

codes). The conventional VA is essentially an (L, 1)VA where

every intermediate stage retains a total of L survivors so far

(one for each state) and the final stage takes the single best

path of all. The new mnVA allows for the pretension of a total

of m(≥ L) survivors for the intermediate stages and n(≥ 1)
survivors for the last stage (n ≤ m). It should be noted that

while mnVA generates n best candidate codewords, it adds

very little computational complexity and storage for storing the

(m−L) additional paths to the original VA that produces only

1 decoder output. The major cost is the time of comparison

operation which is of linear complexity.

Specific path preserving rule (in the intermediate stages as

well as in the final stage) for the proposed mnVA is given

below:

• In the initialization phase of the trellis (i.e., the first

log2 L time instants), since each state has at the most

one branch entering it, no path elimination is performed.

The process here is identical to that of the original VA.

• In the stable phase where each state is connected to more

than one incoming branches/paths, the mnVA will first

compute all the branch metrics pertaining to this time

instant t, and then update all the path metrics (i.e., for

time instant t) by adding the appropriate branch metrics to

the survival paths for the previous time instant (t−1). This

step is similar to that of the original VA, except that the

previous time instant may have up to m survivors (instead

of L survivors in the original VA). Next, among all the

new path metrics, we will select a best path for each

one of the current state (which leads to L survivors), and

then take the best (m− L) paths among the remainders

(to make a total of m survivors).

• In the final decision stage, the mnVA will first update all

the path metrics as before, and then declare the n best

ones among these finalists.
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TABLE I: Simulated forward schemes

Code Code rate Bandwidth effi-

ciency

Power

efficiency

DC balancing Run-length Clock recovery

Manchester 1/2
√ √√ √√√

2
√√√

FM0/1 1/2
√ √ √

2
√√√

Conventional Miller 1/2
√√√ √ √

4
√√√

eMiller 1/2
√√ √√√ √√

4
√√√

√
The code with more check means the corresponding performance is better than the peers.

A short summary of the mnVA goes in the algorithm I.

Algorithm 1 mn Viterbi algorithm

Input: Reception from the channel.

Output: n best binary decisions of the length-N original

source data.

Initialization:

A 4-state trellis corresponding to eMiller code is set up, as

shown in Fig. 4.

Each branch is marked with a binary input bit, and two

output signals.

All the state metrics are reset to zero.

Trellis Decoding:

for stage t from 1 to N do

for state i from 0 to 3 do

for each branch entering state i do

compute branch metric as original VA

add the branch metric to the state metric

end

choose the branch with the smaller metric.

end

choose m−4 branches with the smallest metric among

the branches with the

larger metric for each state, and keep it.

end

Stage N , trace back the n survival path; the binary input

bits corresponding to the n survival paths are declared as

the input for the RS decoder.

As shown in the simulation results (in the next section), by

adding one or two more paths at each decoding stage and the

final stage, it is enough to bring significant BER performance

gain in practical VLC systems. Performance can be further

improved by increasing m and n, but the complexity increases

and the gain is diminishing. Table II quantitatively compares

the complexity of the proposed decoder (m = 4, 5 and n = 2,

m = 6 and n = 4) with both the classic VA (m = 4 and

n = 1) and the ML decoder. In the table, k is the correspond-

ing memory size of the codes, and N is the data block length,

which is much larger than k. The complexity analysis shows

that the proposed decoding algorithm does not introduce much

complexity and memory size increase compared to the classic

VA. The major cost is more time for comparison operation.

However, the traditional ML decoder becomes computationally

infeasible as the data length increases. It’s noted here the

computationally-and-resource intensive ML decoder produces

the maximum likelihood codeword among all the possible

(2N , where N is the information data length) codewords

by calculating the likelihood of all the 2N codewords. The

decoding complexity increases exponentially with the data

length N . The mnVA decoder leverages the trellis structure of

the eMiller codes, keeps m paths during the decoding stages

and produces the most possible n candidates at the final stage.

The complexity per bit increases linearly with the m and n.

In theory, the mnVA decoder can retain all the m paths at

each stage. But it is also wasteful and unnecessary to do this

in our practical systems. We seek for a good tradeoff between

the performance and the complexity.

B. Code selection in RS decoder

In the channel-coded case (see the VLC system diagram in

Fig. 1), the VLC system under consideration is also equipped

with an RS code that will be decoded via the well-established

BM algorithm.

If the inner RLL code is trellis-based and uses the proposed

mnVA to decode, then n candidate sequences will be produced

and passed to the RS decoder. The RS decoder will run these

candidates through, starting from the best candidate to the

worst. It will stop as soon as a successful RS decoding is

made, as indicated by the CRC (cyclic redundancy check)

code that is almost always wrapped around the information

data. In the case none of the n candidates submitted by the

mnVA made a successful pass through the RS decoder (and

the CRC check), then the RS decoder output corresponding

to the first (the best) candidate will be declared as the final

decision.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now present computer simulation results to verify the

effectiveness of the proposed eMiller RLL codes using the

VLC system model depicted in Fig. 1, and compare them with

their rate-1/2 peers. Both AWGN and actual VLC channel are

considered to verify the efficiency of our proposed codes. For

the practical VLC channel, we use the channel environment

in [2]. In this scenario, the received signal y(t) is given by

y(t) = Rx(t) ⊗ h(t) + n(t), where x(t) represents optical

power from LED lighting, R is the PD conversion efficiency,

n(t) is AWGN, h(t) is the channel power delay profile (PDP)

and ⊗ denotes convolutional operation. A matched filter is

added in the OOK demodulator. The room size is 5m× 5m×
3m, semi-angle at half power is 70 degree, FOV at a receiver
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TABLE II: Complexity comparison of different decoding schemes

# of operations per bit Add Compare Multiplication Trace back Memory

Original VA, m = 4, n = 1 2 ∗ 2k 2k 2 ∗ 2k 1 2 ∗ 2k + 1

N

ML decoder 2
N

N

2
N

−1

N

2
N

N
0 2

N

N

mnVA, m = 4, n = 2 2 ∗ 2k 2k 2 ∗ 2k 2 2 ∗ 2k + 2

N

mnVA, m = 5, n = 2 2 ∗ 2k + 4 2 ∗ 2k + 2 2 ∗ 2k + 4 2 2 ∗ 2k + 2 + 2

N

mnVA, m = 6, n = 4 2 ∗ 2k + 8 2 ∗ 2k + 4 2 ∗ 2k + 8 4 2 ∗ 2k + 4 + 4

N

k is the memory size of the codes, k = 2 for eMiller codes, Miller codes and FM0/FM1 codes; N is the data block length.
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Fig. 11: BER of RLL codes over AWGN VLC channels. From

top down: conventional Miller codes, FM0/FM1 codes, eMiller

codes, and Manchester codes

is 60 degree, detector physical area of a PD is 1 cm2. Data

rate is 100 MB/s. Gain of an optical filter is 1, refractive index

of a lens at a PD is 1.5.

We first evaluate the proposed eMiller codes and other RLL

codes without the presence of channel coding. The data block

length is set to 500 information bits. The conventional Miller

code, FM0/FM1 codes and eMiller codes are decoded using

the original Viterbi decoder (m = 4, n = 1), while Manchester

codes are decoded using the ML decoder. As shown in Fig. 11

and 12, the proposed eMiller codes significantly outperform

conventional Miller codes and FM0/FM1 codes, and have the

same performance as Manchester codes.

To verify the efficiency of the proposed mnVA, we present

the performance of the channel-coded VLC system with the

conventional Miller codes and the eMiller codes in Fig. 13

and 14, respectively. An RS(15,7) code over GF(24), which is

listed in the IEEE 802.15.7 VLC standard, is employed in the

simulation; this is an FEC code, and the frame size is set to

700 information bits. We see that mnVA is not only effective
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Fig. 12: BER of RLL codes over the practical VLC channels.

From top down: conventional Miller codes, FM0/FM1 codes,

eMiller codes, and Manchester codes

for eMiller codes but also for conventional Miller codes (in

fact more so for the conventional case). It can be observed that

barely increasing the number of the candidate (without saving

additional survivors in the intermediate stages) at the final

stage does not make much an improvement to the performance

(see the dashed curves). However, preserving just one more

survival path along the way (increasing m from 4 to 5) will

quickly bring in noticeable performance gain of some 0.8 dB

at BER of 10−5 (see the solid curves). The performance can

be further improved with more survival paths being preserved

during the intermediate stages and the final stage (see dotted

curves, m=6).

We also compare our RS-eMiller coding scheme with three

other reported schemes: RS-Manchester scheme [1] with the

BM and ML decoding, RS-4B6B scheme [21] with the BM

and 16-candidate decoding (Note that the 4B6B codes have a

code rate of 2/3 and a run-length limit of 4.), and RS-4B6B

scheme [21] with the soft RS and SISO 4B6B decoding [22].

The block size is 700 information bits, and the overall rate
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Fig. 13: BER of the proposed mn-Viterbi algorithm for

decoding conventional Miller codes. Three sets of curves from

top down: (i) dashed curves (worst set): no additional path

was retained in any intermediate stages (i.e., m = 4) and

decoder merely declares more survivors at the final stage; (ii)

solid curves (middle set): one additional survival path was

preserved in all the intermediate stages (m=5) and multiple

outputs were produced in the final stage; (iii) dotted curves

(best set): two additional survival paths were preserved in all

the intermediate stages (m = 6) and multiple outputs were

produced in the final stage.

of these coded systems is either 5
15

4
6
≈ 0.22 (RS-4B6B) or

7
15

1
2
≈ 0.23 (others). As shown in Fig. 15, when conjunction

with a hard RS decoder (BM decoding), RS-4B6B [21] scheme

results in the worst performance; the next set is RS-eMiller

scheme (using the conventional Viterbi algorithm) and RS-

Manchester [1] scheme with the latter being slight better; and

the best set is RS-eMiller scheme with mnVA decoding, which

yields close to 1 dB gain over RS-4B6B and about 0.5 dB gain

over RS-Manchester (at BER 10−4). We also consider the soft

RS decoding in our simulation results. The RS code is decoded

using the same soft decoding as [22]. Since the eMiller code

has an elegant trellis structure, we can use the BCJR algorithm

to calculate the soft output (the a posterior probability) of the

codewords. The simulation results show that when conjunction

with the soft RS decoder, our solution still clearly performs

better than the RS-4B6B scheme in [22] because of the good

error correction ability of the eMiller codes. The eMiller-4B6B

with BCJR and soft RS decoding exhibits the best performance

among all the schemes, but the soft RS decoder has a higher

complexity than the BM decoder. Fig. 16 presents the BER

performance of different cases under the actual VLC channel.

Our proposed RS-eMiller scheme with mnVA decoding still

shows the best performance among all the schemes with BM
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Fig. 14: BER of the proposed mn-Viterbi algorithm for

decoding eMiller codes. Three sets of curves from top down:

(i) dashed curves (worst set): no additional path was retained

in any intermediate stages (i.e., m = 4) and decoder merely

declares more survivors at the final stage; (ii) solid curves

(middle set): one additional survival path was preserved in

all the intermediate stages (m=5) and multiple outputs were

produced in the final stage; (iii) dotted curves (best set): two

additional survival paths were preserved in all the intermediate

stages (m=6) and multiple outputs were produced in the final

stage.

decoding. The gain over the conventional schemes is more

compared to the AWGN cases, which is about 1.5 dB over

RS-4B6B and about 0.9 dB gain over RS-Manchester (at BER

10−4). Regarding the schemes with the soft RS decoding, our

eMiller-RS codes is able to achieve about 1.3 dB gain (at BER

10−4) over the RS-4B6B scheme in [22].

To further verify the effectiveness of the eMiller code,

we test the performance of the eMiller codes when be-

ing used in the VLC architecture in [23]. A concatenated

RLL-convolutional coded structure with an iterative decoding

scheme is investigated in [23]. The data block length is set

to 150. (5, 7) convolutional codes (CC) is used as the FEC.

Fig. 17 demonstrates the eMiller-CC codes without iterative

decoding clearly outperform the Miller-CC codes with one

iteration in [23]. By iteratively decoding the eMiller code and

the convolutional code once, we can get better performance

than the Miller-CC codes with 4-iteration decoding.

VII. CONCLUSION

Run-length limited coding is indispensable to avoid LED

flicker and ensure DC (direct current) balance in visible

light communications, but is much under-studied. This paper

investigates Miller codes, a class of RLL codes known for
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RS(15,5) +4B6B, BM+16 candidates[21]

RS(15,5) +4B6B, Soft RS+ SISO 4B6B[22]

RS(15,7)+eMiller, Soft RS+BCJR

Fig. 16: BER comparison of eMiller codes with existing

schemes in the presence of RS channel coding under the practi-

cal VLC channel. From worst to best: RS-4B6B (BM+16 can-

didates), RS-eMiller (BM+conventional VA), RS-Manchester

(BM+ML), RS-4B6B (Soft RS+ SISO 4B6B), RS-eMiller

(mnVA, with m = 5, n = 2), RS-eMiller (mnVA, with

m=6, n=4) and RS-eMiller (Soft RS + BCJR)
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[23]:Miller-CC+hard decoding, length=150

[23]:Miller-CC+1 iteration, length=150

[23]:Miller-CC+2 iteration, length=150

[23]:Miller-CC+4 iteration, length=150

eMiller-CC+hard decoding, length=150

eMiller-CC+1 iteration, length=150

Fig. 17: BER comparison of eMiller codes with existing

schemes [23] in the presence of (5,7) convolutional coding

under the AWGN VLC channel.

high bandwidth efficiency (but less desirable power efficiency),

for use in VLC. The key contribution is the invention of a

new type of enhanced Miller codes that offer considerably

better power efficiency than the conventional ones. Dimming

and flicker control is analyzed, power spectral density and

minimum Hamming distance are calculated, and the per-

formance of eMiller codes is evaluated both by themselves

and in use with Reed-Solomon codes. In addition to the

conventional Viterbi algorithm (VA), we also present a simple

but useful modification that preserves multiple survival paths

at each decoding stage. The modified VA, termed mnVA,

helps further improve the performance of eMiller codes with

little additional computational complexity. Comparison with

a variety of existing RLL codes including Manchester codes,

FM0/FM1 codes, and 4B6B codes clearly establishes eMiller

codes as a highly promising candidate for VLC application in

future.
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